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News
Tourist Operations on State Mine Branch Imminent

Preparations are well advanced to launch Lithgow’s
very own tourist railway right in the heart of the
Lithgow Valley later this year. The three kilometre
long railway utilising the State Mine Branch and the
Eskbank Goods Yard will link a number of key heritage
sites along the route. The plan has been twenty years
in the making and has been the recipient of a number
of government grants to assist with infrastructure
development.
In that time the Lithgow State Mine Railway and its
volunteers have been working towards operating a
tourist railway from the Eskbank Goods Shed to the
Lithgow State Mine with stops at Blast Furnace Park
and Lake Pillans. Unfortunately the tourist service
which was to commence in 2001 was cut short by
Pictured at the announcement were left to right LSMR volunteer Brian Edwards,
the fire that ripped through the workshop wiping out
Chairman Michael Wilson, Clr Frank Inzitari, Gnl Manager Tim Elderton,Volunteer
its collection of carriages and dashing any hopes of Barry James, Mayor Maree Statham, Clr Col Hunter. In front of a wonderful painting
operating any sort of train in the foreseeable future. of future developments envisaged for the Eskbank Locomotive Depot and Museum.
Today LSMR has been steadily climbing back and was
registered as a not for profit company in 2006. Its volunteer membership base is on the increase and they have formed a strategic
alliance with some well-established and credentialed rail industry partners. Southern Short Haul Railroad and the Lithgow Railway
Workshop who are both established in the Lithgow community as employers collectively contribute some 6.5 million dollars into
the local economy annually. Both companies are very enthusiastic about preserving our heritage in general and are equally keen
to see Lithgow develop a sustainable tourism base.
At a recent meeting held in Lithgow, company directors of SSR got behind the project to look at various ways in which it could assist
the Lithgow State Mine Railway in its endeavours to get a tourist railway operating sooner rather than later. Consequently SSR has
thrown some considerable resources at the project preparing the necessary documentation to present to the rail regulator to ensure
that rail operations on the branch can become a reality later in the year. The Lithgow Railway Workshop has also been doing pro
bono work for LSMR on its locomotives and rollingstock which will provide the public with equipment to ride the tourist railway.
The proposed tourist operation will highlight Lithgow’s rich and diverse industrial heritage and will be collectively known as the
Fire, Furnace and Forge Rail Trail which will show case our coal mining, steel making and railway heritage. Although some of the
sites are still a work in progress the rail operation is designed to bring people into the town to spend time and money as well as
enjoying what we as locals all take for granted.
With some 18 cafes and eatery’s opened for business in the Main street alone, Lithgow’s CBD is well prepared to receive the
hordes of tourists the development is expected to attract into the town. It will be a slow process but advertising and word of
mouth will ensure the experience will get into the wider community and the Sydney metropolitan area.
At this stage one weekend a month has been set aside to operate a number shuttles on Saturday and Sunday allowing passengers
to travel from top to bottom with the opportunity to get on and off at each of the sites along the way.This “park and ride” concept
will allow people to park their cars at designated car parking areas with the railway providing the means to allow visitors to get
to the various sites that make up the heritage precinct. An inclusive cost structure for single ticketing is being developed together
with a map of the target area to assist visitors interpret the history of the sites as well as pointing them to other attractions
in the town and surrounding districts. On the Saturday evening a dinner trip to Tarana by train is also planned however other
destinations to the east and west are also being considered.
A steering committee has been formed comprising of the relevant stakeholders including Lithgow City Council to ensure we are
ready to launch Lithgow’s long awaited tourist railway which is set to become a big draw card for the town.
Michael Wilson, Chairman of LSMR said today “The scale of this project is enormous however the benefits that could flow back
into the community once it is operational will be very beneficial for all concerned. There is a lot to be done to prepare the station
areas before people can be let loose on them. Work such as fencing, painting, lawn mowing and general maintenance around the
												continued page 2...
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key sites is required. This is in addition to the ongoing work required on the restoration and maintenance of our locomotives and
carriages. If anyone would like to get involved or has some time to volunteer their services we would like to hear from you. You
don’t have to be a tradie or a skilled person to lend a hand, anyone with an interest in Lithgow and getting our town moving is
most welcome. For details on the project or how you can help, please contact our office on 02 6352 2513 or send an email to
mail@stateminerailway.com.au
Lithgow is an awakening giant as far as industrial heritage tourism is concerned with our story being largely untold and our
attractions a well-kept secret. We have an opportunity before us to get a sustainable operation happening that we can continue
to build on even in the face of the depressed economy we find ourselves in at the moment. Whilst tourism is not necessarily the
traditional employment demographic for Lithgow it will never the less begin to create another layer with in our town’s economic
fabric which can only continue to grow. With 4.5 million people at our front door who are less than 2 hours away and tens of
thousands visiting the Blue Mountains annually, surely we should be able to entice some of them a bit further west into our valley.

From the Desk of the Chairman
Greetings
It’s hard to believe we are four months into 2015.
The year may be slipping by but work is continuing at the Lithgow State Mine Railway
Workshop with volunteer numbers on the increase and every Saturday there is a very good
roll up.
We are nearing the completion of the restoration internally of Railcars 661/726. The Lithgow
Railway Workshop have also been busy doing their thing mechanically under the floor and
fitting speed recorders as well as fine tuning the engines. They have also started painting the
body externally. We expect that the cars should be completely painted by the end of April.
Our SAR first class sitting car is all but completed inside with all seats installed and polished.
Art deco lighting has been installed replacing the out of date out of place 1970’s fluoro tubes. Solar panels have also been fitted
to the roof to charge the carriage batteries. This restoration has largely been undertaken by Karen and Don Butler who have
persevered with the internals of this car for over two years. It is an absolute credit to them, the interior looking every bit of first
class with the green seats and the rich mahogany timber work.
2015 will be our year to shine with tourist operations on the branch line planned for mid-year. Preparations are well advanced
with our major supporters Southern Short Haul Railroad and the Lithgow Railway Workshop to get a tourist train operating
over the State Mine Branch. Both of these well-established organisations are throwing their considerable rail industry knowledge
behind us to achieve what has been a 20 year goal. With mine and power station closures together with the apparent depressed
economy this will be a good news story for Lithgow as we attempt to finally get a fully integrated tourist railway happening in the
Lithgow Valley. This will bring people into the town to experience what we as locals have known for a long time. There will be
more information regarding the proposed operations published in coming weeks.
With rail operations fast becoming a reality there also comes the need for other activities to be undertaken on our three
kilometre rail network. Work such as lineside presentation, painting of our platforms and some fencing to prevent the public from
straying where they shouldn’t will all require some attention. Consequently we are putting the call out to the local community as
well as the rail fraternity to help us get this unique tourist railway ready for its public debut.
We also received some spare parts belonging to D34 which were transported form Port Kembla by Henry’s Transport. In addition
to the parts we were also pleasantly surprised with the donation of a complete engine and generator for D34. This donation was
made by BlueScope Steel with whom LSMR has had a long association commencing back in 1995 when we received our very first
D class. The Board and volunteers wish to thank BlueScope for their very generous donation and contributions to our railway
over the past 20 years.
There is a lot happening within LSMR at the present time. If you haven’t been to site yet please make an effort to pay us a visit and
be part of a ground breaking event that will lead us into a new chapter of our story. I would also like to thank all of our volunteers
who have religiously given their time to help us get the rail cars restored and generally contribute to the fabric of our organisation.
Kind Regards
Michael J Wilson
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News
LSMR Volunteers undergo safety training
A number of LSMR volunteers recently completed
a training course to obtain their Rail Industry
Safety Induction (RISI) qualification. All attendees
passed with flying colours on the day, and after
attending a medical assessment, have received their
RISI cards. The training was held so that a number
of volunteers who are in roles for operations and
work days are qualified and able to supervise those
who are without suitable qualifications. Training
was provided by CertRail. Further classes can be
arranged for other volunteers requiring this training.
Please contact our Volunteers Coordinator Rob
McFarlane.

Attendees at the RISI course seen here after completion.
From left are Max Geraghty (Trainer), David Henderson,
Robert McFarlane, David Holton, Matthew Noon (Lithgow
Railway Workshops), Nathan Williams, Donald Butler,
Lincoln Briffa, Zachary Dray, and Karen Butler. Michael
Wilson, the photographer, also attended.

Vale Peter Goodman

It is with great sadness we report that in late
March we lost one of our long time members,
Peter Goodman, to the scourge of cancer. Peter,
seen here with his distinguished grey beard, was a
passionate railway fan and section car enthusiast.
He along with his father Stan have built replicas of
single and double rail bikes seen here at Celebrate
Lithgow 2013 as well as Sheffield hand cars. Farewell
Peter we will miss you very much. The Board
and members of LSMR extend their heart felt
condolences to Peter’s family.

ABOVE:
Peter and Stan Goodman operating one of their double rail bikes at Celebrate
Lithgow 2013.
LEFT and BELOW:
The last Sheffield hand car built by Peter and Stan was brought out for the first time
at State Mine in late 2014. Peter is wearing the hat in the image at left.
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Press Release
Lithgow Museum acquires a Standard Gauge Shay Locomotive

The Eskbank Locomotive Depot & Museum (ELD & M) is a not for profit community based organisation and registered
with ASIC as a tax deductable Company. The organisation is charged with establishing a railway museum on the site
of the original Eskbank Locomotive Depot in the eastern end of the Eskbank goods yard. Eventually this facility will
become a dedicated home for the collection of heritage locomotives and rolling stock that currently resides at the
Lithgow State Mine site.
Apart from developing the plans for a new museum and tourist attraction for Lithgow, the ELD & M has spent the
last four and a half years searching the United States for a Lima 3 Truck Shay. This unique steam locomotive will
become the centrepiece of a tribute to the Commonwealth Oil Corporation Limited. This British based company was responsible
for establishing the massive oil shale works at Newnes in the Wolgan Valley and the construction of a railway to connect it to the
main western railway line at the turn of the last century.
The Commonwealth Oil Corporation built the 53 kilometre railway in a record 14 months which included two tunnels through some
of the most inaccessible country in the district. It also imported four Lima shay locomotives from the United States to operate the
line because of its steep grades and tight radius curves. Unfortunately the whole operation had a chequered career and lasted about
30 years with most of the plant and equipment either being sold or relocated to other locations by 1934. The shay locomotives were
left to the elements and sat in the Wolgan Valley deteriorating for another 20 years before they were finally cut up in 1955.
During the 80 or so years that Lima were building shay locomotives for the world market they constructed 2768 locomotives in
various two, three and four truck configurations and in a variety of gauges. Today there are only 116 known surviving examples of
which approximately 20 are operational. After a number of years searching and many months of negotiating the Eskbank Locomotive
Depot & Museum was able to finalise a deal and acquire a 70 Ton 3 Truck Shay from private ownership in California in late 2014.
The recently purchased locomotive was built in 1910 by the Lima Locomotive & Machine Company of Ohio (Builders No. 2366) for
the Raleigh Lumber Company of West Virginia, where it was allocated engine number 35. It ended its working life in 1965 hauling
coal for the Brimstone & New River RR after which it spent some time in a Museum in Chattanooga, Tennessee and then wound up
with a private collector in California.
Michael Wilson, Chairman of the ELD & M said today that the acquisition of a standard gauge shay was not only something very special
for Lithgow but for Australia. More importantly we are extremely fortunate to have secured such a locomotive considering how few
of them there are in the world today. Gibson, Battle & Co, the Lima Agents in Australia at the time, imported 20 shay locomotives in
various gauges for logging and mining applications. Of those locomotives four of them were standard gauge and went to work on the
Wolgan Valley Railway. Another interesting aspect about the locomotive we have purchased is that #2366 is almost a carbon copy of
two of the 70 Ton Shays (COC Nos. 2 and 3) that operated on the Wolgan line.
Our locomotive which is currently in a disassembled state has been removed from its current location and transported to a staging
point where the components will be cleaned, inventoried and packed into containers ready for the voyage to Australia. Once restored
#2366 will be renumbered to follow on in the Commonwealth Oil Corporations roster of locomotives as No. 5. The shay will be
displayed at the Eskbank Depot museum and will operate on the Lithgow State Mine branch.
We have launched an appeal to help us raise the necessary funding to provide for a ground up restoration of the locomotive once it
arrives at our workshop at the Lithgow State Mine.We are anticipating the restoration will cost in the vicinity of $250,000. As a result we
are putting the call out to major companies and individuals alike who may wish to get involved or sponsor certain aspects of the work.
Help could take a number of forms which may include donating money or materials as well as expertise or just volunteering their time
to help with the manual aspects of the restoration. Consequently all donations over $2.00 are tax deductable.
Details on how you can donate or assist us to bring this engineering icon back to life can be found on our website
www.eskbanklocomotivedepotmuseum.com.au or by contacting Michael Wilson on 0427 455 580.

Packing and Transporting the Shay

The recently purchased locomotive was built in 1910 by the Lima Locomotive & Machine Company of Ohio (Builders No. 2366) for
the Raleigh Lumber Company of West Virginia, where it was allocated engine number 35. It ended its working life in 1965 hauling coal
for the Brimstone & New River RR after which it spent some time in a Museum in Chattanooga, Tennessee and then wound up in
private hands in California.
The acquisition of a standard gauge Shay is not only something very special for Lithgow but for Australia.
More importantly we are extremely fortunate to have secured such a locomotive considering how few of them there are in the world
today. Gibson, Battle & Co, the Lima Agents in Australia at the time, imported 20 shay locomotives in various gauges for logging and
mining applications. Of those locomotives four of them were standard gauge and they went to work on the Wolgan Valley Railway.The
other interesting aspect about the locomotive we have purchased is that #2366 is almost a carbon copy of two of the 70 Ton Shays
(COC Nos. 2 and 3) that operated on the Wolgan line.
The locomotive has been moved from its current location in California and will now be disassembled, cleaned and packed into
containers ready for the voyage to Australia. Once restored #2366 will be renumbered to follow on in the Commonwealth Oil
Corporations roster of locomotives as No.5. The shay will be displayed at Eskbank and operate on the Lithgow State Mine branch.

For current News on progress with the Shay
visit our Facebook Page
COC No.5 Restoration Project - Australia’s Only Standard Gauge Shay
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LEFT:
Our Shay in its former life as Brimstone No. 35.

BELOW:
Brimstone RR No. 35 on display in a Museum
in Chattanooga TN in 1984.

BELOW:
The boiler, chassis, tender, bell, whistle and headlights are loaded ready
for removal from the property in California.
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Eskbank Locomotive Depot & Museum acquires former NSWGR cars
Robert McFarlane

We have rather exciting news for you all.We have been given a chance and have chosen to take up a rare opportunity to purchase some
of the last NSWGR passenger cars that are available for sale and are intact. One of them even has a significant local connection to Blue
Mountains and Central Highlands rail transport history. At this stage a deposit has paid on the cars, but we are seeking donations from
our members and the public to help cover the cost and also help getting these cars restored for eventual use on our branch and potential
mainline operations. Following is a brief story on how we came to find these cars, a description of each vehicle and how you can help us
out to restore these cars to their former grandeur.
In recent months while the volunteers and members have been working diligently on restoring the railcars and SAR sitting cars, one
of our new members became aware of some carriages that had become available for purchase at Rothbury in the Hunter Valley and
informed us that we should at least have a look at them. After reviewing the photos that he had sent us, it was decided that we should
make a proper inspection. The current group at Rothbury has been asked to vacate the site and a number of carriages on their site are
awaiting removal or disposal, so disposal of these surplus vehicles was a matter of priority too.
So on the 10th of February this year, our Chairman, General Manager, Financial Officer and myself made our way to Rothbury to inspect
these carriages. We had initially decided to inspect just two cars of interest but after a few hours of being guided around the site and
making inspections on all the carriages we could (just like kids in a candy store) we also got to talking in depth with the site manager, and
we became aware that a number of the other vehicles that we had just inspected were also available.
Some of the other cars in the collection onsite, including a number of twelve wheelers were up for sale. We were also told that if they
didn’t sell, they would most likely be scrapped. We realised this was the perfect opportunity to expand our collection, and we would be
hard pressed to find any passenger vehicles in the future. As we walked around the site, we became painfully aware that a fair number of
carriages had in recent times also been scrapped onsite due to deterioration. In one corner of the site there was a large pile of splintered
wood, scrap and steel, and a pair of bogies sitting forlornly in front of the scrap heap reminding us what they had been part of and what
they will never be again. I think that was when the four of us decided to try and save a few more than the two cars we had initially come
to inspect. So after four hours of clambering through dark carriages, avoiding spiders and their webs, and trying not to upset the wasps
that had found the cars a perfect place in which to build their nests, we were all of the same frame of mind and had a brief meeting where
we all came to the same conclusion.While we were onsite, we were also lucky enough to purchase some spare parts for our railcar set
that we thought we might not be able to obtain elsewhere.
First of all, I must report that the cars we did initially go up to inspect were in fairly good condition from what we could see considering
most carriages there hadn’t seen any use since the late 1980s. All the windows on the carriages we had in mind for restoration had been
boarded up, only a few bits of graffiti were present on the exterior, and thankfully vandals and thieves had been unaware of these cars
as their interiors were free from any signs of graffiti and even contained some bits of odd railway paraphernalia. Apart from a few leaks
in the roof which had developed over the years, the cars are in a rather sound condition, and could be easily restored and returned to
service over the next few years.
The first vehicle we had in mind to purchase was a power van from a HUB/RUB set (PHS2298), although it was minus its Caterpillar
generators which wasn’t a surprise. The rest of the car was intact and in good condition, including the brass cage in the passenger
compartment. The PHS was the youngest of all the cars we selected being built in 1952, and would be great to rebuild into a crew/
maintenance car, with the potential for installing a gen-set in the future.
PHS2298
1. Looking from the guards 		
compartment into the baggage
compartment. The baggage 		
cage is intact and no graffiti is
present. This car is in fairly		
good condition internally. 		
The toilet is in the corner of
the baggage area.
2. A view of the gen-set area of
PHS2298.
3. Another view of the interior of
PHS2298’s baggage area.
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The Cars

PHS2298 HUB/RUB Power Van
L1128
(ex-TAM913) Sleeping Car
FZ507
(ex-KAM) Sleeping Car
MFE1855 (ex-MFX) 2nd Class Sitting
Compartment Car
MCA126 (ex-MCX) Composite Sitting Car
Photo Captions:
MFE1855
4. The exterior of MFE1855 built in 1929 as an
MFX second class sitting compartment car.
This vehicle is in very good condition both
internally and externally. Tim Elderton and
Michael Wilson are discussing the job of
returning the crown lights to the car.
5. The iced water dispenser is also intact,
something not commonly seen on any
heritage equipment and something that will
be a great asset and talking point.
6. The interior of one of the compartments of
MFE1855 showing the condition of the
wood.
7. The pressed metal ceiling showing the
peeling paint but otherwise in excellent
condition.
8. The corridor looking towards the end of
the car. Only the glass light shades are
missing, but the pressed metal ceiling is
otherwise intact and present through the
car.
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The other car we had in mind when we made our journey was L1128.This car was originally built as TAM913, a classic sleeping car, back
in 1927, and over its lifetime had seen service on express and mail trains until it was withdrawn from service and put into Way and Works
service in 1976. We had not been able to see inside this car as it was locked, but thankfully it was also undercover, so it will be the one
car that could hold some surprises for us and we will be making further inspections on this and all the other cars in coming weeks.
The other three cars that we have decided to purchase were outdoors. The first one, and the car with the most water damage is
FZ507. Originally built in 1938 as a KAM sleeper with the same number, the interior has been drastically changed when it became a
Departmental Instruction car in 1977. Most of its compartments were removed to create a large space to be used for a classroom at
one end, at the other end, one sleeping compartment was retained and used as a library for documents and the rest of the space was
used for an office.The interior has had some water leaking through and when we made our inspection, the carpets were clearly mouldy
and part of the ceiling that was fitted in the 70s was starting to sag considerably. This car was in the worst condition out of all the cars,
though we have the chance to rebuild it into an open saloon with a crew compartment or a private vestibule.
The fourth car we have paid a deposit on is MFE1855, originally built as an MFX in 1929, it was rebuilt 10 years later with the conversion
of one of the compartments into a washroom to supplement the two toilets in the car. Out of all the cars that were rebuilt as MFEs,
only five remained unchanged as most others were rebuilt to other types of cars with numerous changes. This is a second class sitting
car with eight compartments, each sitting eight passengers with a total of 64 passengers.This car is in amazingly good condition, internally
and externally. The wood work, pressed tin ceilings, seating, even the washroom are in a fantastic state and we would be crazy to have
left this car behind to be scrapped.
And finally, the car that has the most significance to our area, MCA126. Many Lithgow, Bathurst and Blue Mountains residents will still
be able to remember travelling on this carriage as it was one of the three cars that comprised the Bathurst-Sydney day train that ran
between 1983 and 1988. Originally built in Meadowbank as a composite sitting car in1928 coded as an MCX, after minor changes were
made, it was recoded MCE in 1949. When this car was put into the Bathurst service in 1983, a diesel alternator was fitted to provide
electricity for heating in the colder months. This car saw faithful service to the travelling public for 60 years, and many local residents
Lithgow State Mine Railway Newsletter Number 5 – April 2015
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MCA126
9. The outside of MCA126. The car 		
was partially covered and thankfully the
windows have been boarded up to 		
prevent vandalism.
10. The pressed metal ceiling and partitions
inside MCA126. Some panelling is 		
missing and a few parts will have to be
made new.
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FZ507
11. An external view of FZ507. The roof
unfortunately has a few leaks as it hasn’t
seen any TLC for at least 30 years.
12. Inside the classroom of FZ507. 		
Although the carpet has seen 		
extensive water damage, this open 		
area has the potential to become a 		
comfortable saloon or even be 		
reconfigured into a buffet car, souvenir
car or a first class sitting car.

would have fond stories of travelling in this very carriage. Out of the four passenger cars that we have decided to rescue, this would
have to come in second regarding the interior condition and a thorough inspection needs to be made on the interior as the light was
failing by the time we had got through all the vehicles onsite. But considering the significance as to this carriage being part of one of the
last loco hauled trains over the Blue Mountains and serving the people of the Central Highlands before the demise of a daily service
from the western side of the mountains to the city (something that has only just been recently reinstated with the introduction of the
Endeavour railcars service), there was no way we could deny that this carriage needs to be part of our collection so we can tell another
part of the story of rail history in our area.
So what’s planned for these cars? Well that’s where we need you to help us out. We have already arranged to have the rooves of each
car fixed and sealed so as to prevent any more deterioration of the insides, but after that, well that’s where we need you and everyone
you know to assist us help us save and restore these beautiful carriages. We are seeking tax deductible donations towards these cars
and if everyone could put $5 or more towards these cars then we could have the cars restored over the next few years and use them
for services in and out of Lithgow and in use over the mountains and throughout the Central Highlands as well as on our little railway,
roaming the rails they had graced for nearly 90 years.This is also a great opportunity for anyone who may have some available time and
skills that are necessary to restore these carriages back to their original appearance, and a great way to get involved with the community.
We will be keeping you all updated on the progress on these
cars. Arrangements to have them relocated to Lithgow so
How to Help
we can begin our work have already been arranged with the
Direct Deposit:
grateful assistance of Southern Shorthaul Railroad.
Account Name: Eskbank Locomotive Depot & Museum Ltd
So please let us know if you would like to assist, or help us
Bank: NAB
BSB: 082-678 Account No: 838275024
out by making a tax deductible donation towards this project.
Reference: Your name (email us to advise us of your donation)
Donations can be made in the following ways and we’d like to
Mail: Cheque to: Eskbank Locomotive Depot & Museum
thank you all in advance for any assistance you can give.
PO Box 350
Please note: The cars will be owned by Eskbank Locomotive Depot
Lithgow NSW 2790
Online: eskbanklocomotivedepotmuseum.com.au/howtohelp.htm & Museum and restored and operated by Lithgow State Mine Railway.
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A Word from our Volunteer Services Coordinator
First of all I would like to welcome you all and wish you all a very belated happy 2015.While it may seem
that we have been rather quiet recently and little has been happening, we have in fact been extremely busy
especially as we approach the time of our official opening. Since the last newsletter, a number of projects
have been underway and nearing completion while others have just started, and the volunteers who have
been working tirelessly on our vehicles and railway have been doing so in anticipation of seeing trains run
on our branch line once again and becoming a valuable part of our community.
Since early last year we have been holding regular Saturday working bees where a number of
dedicated volunteers have been showing up to help with the restoration of our rail car set 661/726,
as well as on our SAR sitting car BF343, and I am proud to say that the volunteers are now reaching
the final stages of these projects.With the assistance and hard work put in by Tim Elderton’s Lithgow
Railway Workshop staff, we will see the railcars completed both externally and internally in just a
few more weeks, and BF343 in a short time after that for operations on the branch line. But we do
need all our volunteers to get in and lend a hand in the next few months as we make that final push
towards the beginning of operations on the LSMR branch as we have a number of projects planned
to get the railway ready for passengers and safe operations.
From here on we need not only our dedicated crew of regular volunteers, but we are also seeking new volunteers from the railway
and local community who are interested in assisting with our regular roles in carriage, locomotive and wagon restoration, but
also may be interested in assisting with our rail operations, and we are looking for everyone from qualified drivers, guards, railway
operations and rail maintenance personnel through to everyday people from the communitywho will be interested in on board
passenger services and sales roles, guides for visitors to our workshop and historic locations along the line and station staff, even
people who just want to come and operate a barbecue once a month to feed hungry volunteers and passengers, or even just want
to push a lawn mower, or help keep our railway beautiful by planting some trees and gardens around the Eskbank, Blast Furnace,
Lake Pillans and State Mine station sites.
With our official opening approaching us in the very near future, we would not only like to have you all actively participate in
this historic event, but take a proud part in the operation of a heritage railway set in the heart and home of Australia’s Industrial
Birthplace. After 20 years of hard work by those who preceded our current team of volunteers and members and those who have
seen the potential for our railway from the start and set out our foundations all those years ago, we now need you all to take part
in making history and getting our railway up, running and become an attraction that unites the history of the sites we
So for those who may be interested in taking part in becoming an
active member of our railway, whether big or small, remember to
come and check us out on one of our working bee days, or follow us
on Facebook, take a membership form, invite your friends and family
along too and most of all keep an ear out as we shall have operations
up and running soon. If you have any inquiries about joining Lithgow
State Mine Railway, or are interested in how you may be able assist
us, feel free to contact me at volunteers@stateminerailway.com.au
and we hope to see you soon!
Kind Regards
Rob McFarlane
LSMR Volunteer Services Coordinator
PICTURED: Some of our volunteers at Lithgow State Mine
Railway on working bee workends.
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Projects Update in Images
Rolling Stock Restoration
Railcars 661/726
The main focus of restoration in recent months at State Mine Railway has been the
former NSWGR diesel railcar set 661/726. Considerable effort has been put in by our
group of dedicated volunteers and much progress has been made. These images show
work underway on different aspects of the restoration and the progress achieved so
far. In early April our painter applied final coats to trailer NTC726 marking a significant
milestone in the restoration of the set. The images tell the story of the current stage
and work over recent months.
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Photo Captions:
1. A typical working bee day starts at the 		
Workshop with volunteers assembling to
receive their directions for the day’s work.
2. Volunteers discussing the upcoming day
with Volunteer Services 			
Coordinator Rob McFarlane.
3. Preparing the rubber moulding for installation
on the luggage racks of trailer car NTC726.
4. It took 8 people to hold up the long rubber
strip on the edge of the luggage racks while
one person went along between them 		
ensuring the strip was straight and applying
the bottom edge to the luggage rack.
5. Volunteer John Sibley applies the beading to
hold the protective felt in place over the
luggage racks.
6. View showing the excellent work by our
volunteers painting, restoring heater, luggage
racks and even some original notices.
7. LSMR Volunteers at work reinstalling 		
seats in NTC726.
8. View of part of the completed interior of the
diesel rail car.
9. Good as new! Light fittings have been 		
restored and installed in the car.
10. Steve Overmeyer, Tim Elderton and Rob
McFarlane applying masks for the “cat’s 		
whiskers” on the front of the car.
11. Windows have been masked and stencils
applied for the yellow end markings
12. The final yellow for the end markings has
been applied.
13. NTC726 has its “shower cap” on to protect
its newly painted roof prior to painting the
sides.
14. Indian Red has been applied up to window
level..
15. First coat of Indian Red applied and our
painter takes a well earned break to review
his work.
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News
Spare engine and parts for D34 donated to LSMR

As a result of a chance meeting which took place at Blast Furnace Park in 1995 with Mr Jerry Platt, the then General Manager
of Iron and Steel Making at BHP’s Port Kembla works, the Lithgow State Mine Railway was given a retired 400hp diesel locomotive.
Not only had this generous donation given the fledgling railway a huge boost but it also inadvertently pre-determined LSMR’s niche
in the rail preservation movement for evermore.
LSMR takes a certain amount of pride in its role of preserving and showcasing BHP/BlueScope’s diesel heritage.These locomotives will
eventually operate on the State Mine Branch hauling tourist trains around the original site of the Lithgow Steel Works which
ironically is where Port Kembla’s foundations as a steel city came from 87 years ago.
In the period since 1995, LSMR has acquired
a number of locomotives from BHP/
BlueScope including D34, which was built
as a one of a kind locomotive for BHP in
1969.The English Electric locomotive, rated
at 1950hp, had been stored in the works
at Port Kembla and had not seen service
for a number of years.
In 2013 LSMR purchased the locomotive and
after some mechanical modifications it was
towed to its new home at the Lithgow State
Mine to eventually provide the organisation
with a locomotive capable of mainline
operations.
Since then our volunteers and staff
from the Lithgow Railway Workshop have
spent time restoring the bodywork as well
as the engine which was started for the
first time in seven years last year.
Now LSMR has received a very
generous donation from BlueScope Steel
in the form of a spare locomotive engine
and generator complete with a lifting beam
for D34. The 12 cylinder engine, weighing
in at 24 tonnes, was brought up from
Port Kembla by Henry’s Transport. This
spare engine will ensure D34 has a bright
operating future in her new role in Lithgow.
Follwoing receipt of the engine BlueScope
made a futher generous donation of 16
pallets and crates of English Electric spares
for D34 and her smaller sisters, including
a crankshaft, pistons, conrods, turbos,
traction motor blowers, water pumps and
other parts.
LSMR Chairman Michael Wilson said that
on behalf of the board and volunteers of the
LSMR they would like to thank BlueScope
Steel for their ongoing interest in helping
them to preserve their rail heritage with
the donation of this spare engine to the
organisation.
LSMR has valued its association with
BHP and now BlueScope Steel over the
past 20 years.
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Photo Captions:
ABOVE LEFT:
Now that’s a crankshaft! Volunteer Nathan Carter
inspects the crated spare crankshaft for D34
donated by BlueScope Steel.
ABOVE CENTRE:
A pallet of pistons and other spare parts.
ABOVE RIGHT:
Packing some of the donated spare parts into a
container.
RIGHT:
A pair of traction motor blowers and other
components await packing away.
BOTTOM RIGHT:
D34 was started up recently for the first time in
a number of weeks to check on a sticking valve
before the motor is put back together so she can
enter the next stage of restoration.

OPPOSITE PAGE:
TOP:
The spare 12 cylinder engine for D34 was
transported from Port Kembla by Henry’s
Transport and is seen here during preparation for
unloading.
CENTRE:
The engine, generator and lifting beam have been
unloaded from the low loader.
BOTTOM:
The complete assembly has been loaded onto our
newly restored 4-wheeler flat wagon L00038 for
movement around the Yard and Workshop.
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Viewing This Newsletter

To best view this Newsletter in Acrobat Reader select
View>Page Display>Two Up
and Show Cover During Two Up
See image on right >>>>>>>>>>>>>

New Members

The LSMR Board would like to welcome the following
new members;
Alex Albans-Irwin
David Henderson
Robert Alekna
David Holton
Paul Cardow
Paul Hunter
Nic Doncaster
Zane Maber
Brad Duncan

Photo Credits this issue

Zachary Dray
Facebook - LSMR, ERHC, COC No. 5 Restoration Project
Robert McFarlane
Michael Wilson

Our Sponsors and Supporters

LSMR gratefully acknowledges the past and continuing support from the following organisations;
Blue Scope Steel
Centennial Coal
Christopher Ray Landscaping & Excavating
Delta Electricity
Elderton Engineering Services
Exide Technologies

Henry Plant and Equipment Hire
Lithgow City Council
Lithgow Lighting
Lithgow Mercury
Lithgow Railway Workshops
Lovells Springs

Contact Us:

Workshop
Lithgow State Mine Railway Workshop
and Office:
Lithgow State Mine Heritage Park
		
State Mine Gully Road
		
Lithgow NSW 2790
Postal Address: The Secretary
		
PO Box 350
		
Lithgow NSW 2790
Phone: 		
(02) 6351 3437
International:
+61 2 6351 3437
Mobile: 		
0427 455 580 Michael Wilson
- Chairman
		
0429 140 654 Tim Elderton
- General Manager
		
0448 501 049 Ron McNair
- CFO
		
0415 376 422 Robert McFarlane - Volunteer Services
				
Coordinator
Email: 		
mail@stateminerailway.com.au

www.stateminerailway.com.au
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RCR Power
Southern Shorthaul Railroad
Stanbe
Taylor Rail
The Little Website Company

Membership:

To become a member of Lithgow State Mine
Railway complete the Membership Form in this
Newsletter or download a form at:
www.stateminerailway.com.au

Subscribe:

To subscribe to the Lithgow State Mine Railway
Newsletter provide your details at:
www.stateminerailway.com.au

Volunteer:

Contact Robert McFarlane on 0415 376 422 or
volunteers@stateminerailway.com.au

Contributions:

If you have photos, stories or other contributions
to this Newsletter contact:
news@stateminerailway.com.au
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